Background {#Sec1}
==========

Metabolic Syndrome (MetS) is a constellation of disorders which include obesity, insulin resistance or hyperglycemia, dyslipidemia and hypertension, the combination of which have been found to significantly increase the risk for cardiovascular disorders and type II diabetes \[[@CR1]\]. According to data compiled by the National Health and Nutrition Examination Survey in 2009, more than one-third of the U.S. population falls into the criteria for metabolic syndrome \[[@CR2]\], making it a major public health issue. Diagnosis of MetS is made with the co-occurrence of any three of the defining features \[[@CR1]\]. While the associated features often occur together and have clear genetic contribution, the common pathways or mechanisms linking them in MetS is not well understood.

Identification of the genetic contribution to complex disease is greatly aided by comprehensive studies involving genetic models. The Lyon inbred rat strains were derived in the early 1970s from a single outbred Sprague--Dawley (SD) colony for different blood pressure levels: hypertension (Lyon Hypertensive; LH/Mav), normotension (Lyon Normotensive; LN/Mav) and hypotension (Lyon Low-pressure; LL/Mav) \[[@CR3]\]. While LN rats have normal blood pressure, LL rats have late onset hypotension while LH rats are spontaneously hypertensive by 5 weeks of age \[[@CR4], [@CR5]\]. Initially established as a model of hypertension, several defining features of the metabolic syndrome (MetS) have also been observed in LH \[[@CR1], [@CR6]\]. These include obesity, dyslipidemia with an increase in total triglycerides, total cholesterol, and increased insulin and insulin:glucose ratio, which suggests a susceptibility to insulin resistance \[[@CR4], [@CR6], [@CR7]\]. Therefore the LH rat is a MetS susceptible rat. The study of the Lyon strains, having differing genetic susceptibilities to traits defining MetS, can be used to dissect the underlying genetic causes of the defining features of a disorder that carries a significant health burden \[[@CR8], [@CR9]\].

We previously identified quantitative trait loci (QTL) for phenotypes defining MetS in an F2 intercross between LH and LN rats, including body weight, blood pressure, plasma lipid levels, and plasma insulin levels \[[@CR10]\]. While many of the traits were influenced by QTL on different chromosomes, this study determined that rat chromosome (RNO) 17 contains QTLs for multiple features of MetS (body weight; blood pressure; plasma cholesterol, triglyceride, and insulin levels). While blood pressure and plasma lipid levels were correlated in the F2 cross, body weight was not found to be correlated with either of these traits \[[@CR6]\], suggesting the QTL on RNO17 for body weight may have been due to the co-segregation of a passenger locus during selection rather than the pleiotropic effect of a single MetS gene on this chromosome.

Because the inbred strains were derived from a single SD colony, the Lyon strains share high genetic similarity. Phylogenetic studies consistently find the LH, LN, and LL strains in a well-defined cluster of SD-derived inbred rat strains \[[@CR11]--[@CR13]\]. The shared lineage between LH and LN strains also resulted in a paucity of informative polymorphic markers between the strains; therefore, the QTL intervals in our previous mapping study were large, and generating congenic and consomic strains by marker-assisted selection was a challenge. Consomic strains introgressing the more genetically divergent BN chromosomes 13 or 17 succeeded in recapitulating some of the phenotypes -- body weight, triglycerides, and blood pressure -- that were identified in the QTL analysis \[[@CR14], [@CR15]\]. However, the genetic similarity between the Lyon strains presents an opportunity to utilize haplotype mapping to fine-map the loci, if sufficient polymorphic markers could be identified.

In 2007, the STAR Consortium released genotypes for 163 inbred rat strains, including the LH and LN strains, from a 20,238-SNP panel \[[@CR12]\]. As was previously determined using microsatellite markers \[[@CR11]\], phylogenetic analyses for the rat strains using the 20 K SNP panel indicated a close genetic relationship between the LH and LN strains. Of the 20,238 SNPs in the panel, only 1,739 (8.59%) are polymorphic between LH and LN. Furthermore, the variants clustered into what could be considered putative LD blocks. We assert the genetic determinants for the LH phenotypes reside in LD blocks that differ between the strains, due to artificial selective sweeps from the SD progenitors. Yet, like any SNP genotyping panels, the STAR Consortium panel, determined by an ascertainment panel consisting of SS/Jr, GK/Ox, SHRSP/Bbb, WKY/Bbb and F344/Stm strains \[[@CR12]\], is subject to the ascertainment biases observed in SNP panels in general \[[@CR16]\] that can impart large effects on many metrics of linkage disequilibrium \[[@CR17]\]. Resequencing of the genomes eliminates SNP genotyping biases and allows for more accurate LD analyses; however until recently only a few rat strains had available genome sequence: BN/SsNHsD \[[@CR18]\], SHR/OlaIpcv \[[@CR19]\], and SD.

We previously determined the single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) density across the genomes of the SHR and BN strains as a means to visualize the substantial diversity between the two strains \[[@CR19]\]. When plotting the genome-wide distribution of SNPs between the strains, we observed a bimodal distribution with one peak in the distribution curve having a low SNP density and the other having a high SNP density \[[@CR19]\]. The Observed Strain Differences (OSD), or the density of variants between two strains across a fixed genome sequence window size, represent a *local* measure of polymorphic sites.

Recently we published the genome sequences of 27 different inbred rat strains including the LH, LL, and LN strains \[[@CR13]\]. In this study we reported data regarding artificial selective sweeps among the rat strains, and suggest that shared genetic material between strains originating from the same founder population, irrespective of their phenotype, reflects their common ancestry. Considering LH and LN rats were generated through selective breeding from a common origin, we assert the regions with low SNP density are likely regions of shared lineage while the regions with high density would likely to be from different ancestral chromosomes that contain genetic determinants of their phenotypes due to artificial selection from the founder outbred SD rats. As reported here, OSD analysis was performed in the Lyon rat strains in order to fine-map the QTL, particularly on RNO17, and identify candidate genes relating to MetS in the LH rat by comparing sequence variation in this strain to that of the other Lyon strains.

Results {#Sec2}
=======

Genome-wide Observed Strain Difference (OSD) analyses {#Sec3}
-----------------------------------------------------

For the OSD analyses, six comparisons were performed in two groups. First, each of the three Lyon strains was compared with the BN reference genome (LH/BN; LN/BN; LL/BN). Second, all possible pairwise comparisons between the Lyon strains (LH/LN; LH/LL; LL/LN) was performed to identify regions of the genomes between the strains with ancestrally distinct haplotypes derived from the outbred SD rats.

In all comparisons (Figure [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}), the OSD distribution of the 27,199 100Kb-windows spanning the rat genome is bimodal, as was previously reported in the comparison between SHR and BN strains \[[@CR19]\]. The first (left) peak in the bimodal distribution contains regions of the genome identical by descent, with OSD values close to zero (i.e. low SNP density). The second (right) peak in the bimodal distribution contains regions of the genome that are ancestrally divergent between the two strains, having high OSD values (i.e. high SNP density). A distinct valley separates the two peaks; we define the OSD value at this valley as the *Polymorphism Enrichment Threshold* (PET). The average PET in the Lyon vs. BN and the pairwise Lyon strain comparisons is 4.5 × 10^−4^ and 3.7 × 10^−4^, respectively (Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}). Regions with SNP density values higher than the PET represent the windows within ancestral haplotype blocks that differ between the strains.Figure 1**Distributions of Observed Strain Difference (OSD) over 100Kb windows.** OSD distribution is represented as the curve of kernel density estimates (Y axis) against OSD (X axis). The scale of the Y-axis is square-root transformed. The Polymorphism Enrichment Thresholds (PET) for each comparison is marked with a vertical line.

###### 

**Summary Statistics for OSD analyses for six strain comparisons**

  Comparison          PET           \# Windows \> PET   \% Windows \> PET   \# divergent haplotype blocks   Average block length   SD block length   Average OSD first peak   Average OSD second peak   \# SNPs in comparison   \# SNPs in haplotype blocks   \% SNPs in haplotype blocks
  ------------------- ------------- ------------------- ------------------- ------------------------------- ---------------------- ----------------- ------------------------ ------------------------- ----------------------- ----------------------------- -----------------------------
  **Lyon vs BN**                                                                                                                                                                                                                                              
  LH/BN               4.50x10^−4^   18,242              67.07               1,431                           1,431,996              1,506,679         5.44x10^−5^              1.69x10^−3^               3,127,650               3,078,898                     98.44
  LL/BN               4.52x10^−4^   17,989              66.14               1,396                           1,287,865              1,565,760         5.10x10^−5^              1.69x10^−3^               3,094,251               3,047,301                     98.48
  LN/BN               4.57x10^−4^   17,982              66.11               1,398                           1,285,500              1,493,916         5.05x10^−5^              1.69x10^−3^               3,082,757               3,036,234                     98.49
  Average             4.53x10^−4^   18,071              66.44               1,408                           1,335,120              1,522,118         5.20x10^−5^              1.69x10^−3^               3,101,553               3,054,144                     98.47
  **Lyon pairwise**                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           
  LH/LN               3.69x10^−4^   4,202               15.45               477                             880,419                960,896           5.28x10^−6^              1.50x10^−3^               643,234                 630,814                       98.07
  LH/LL               3.84x10^−4^   4,041               14.86               485                             828,584                851,988           5.68x10^−6^              1.56x10^−3^               643,233                 630,878                       98.08
  LL/LN               3.44x10^−4^   3,510               12.90               360                             968,953                1,048,667         3.74x10^−6^              1.49x10^−3^               532,429                 531,904                       99.90
  Average             3.66x10^−4^   3,918               14.40               441                             892,652                953,850           4.90x10^−6^              1.52x10^−3^               606,299                 597,865                       98.68

Comparing the SNP densities between the groups of comparisons, distinct differences in the nature of the distribution curves were observed (Figure [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}). While all comparisons show a bimodal distribution, the number of windows with low SNP density (and accordingly low OSD values) is approximately 4-fold higher in the Lyon pairwise group than in the Lyon vs BN group. Conversely, the number of windows with high SNP density (high OSD values) is over 3-fold lower in the Lyon pairwise groups compared to the Lyon vs BN groups. This trend is consistent with the fact that the Lyon strains are evolutionarily close to each other but evolutionary distant from the BN strain \[[@CR12]\]. It also explains the low amount of polymorphism between the Lyon strains as compared to the Lyon vs BN comparisons (Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}). The percentage of 100Kb windows with high SNP density increases from an average of 14.40% in Lyon pairwise comparisons to 66.44% in Lyon vs BN comparisons.

In order to determine haplotype blocks between the strains being compared, adjacent windows with SNP density exceeding the PET were concatenated. There were 3-fold more divergent haplotype blocks in the Lyon vs BN comparisons compared to the Lyon pairwise comparisons, with an average of 1,408 in Lyon vs BN groups compared to an average of 441 in Lyon pairwise groups (Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}). Furthermore, the divergent haplotypes in the Lyon strains comparisons were on average less than 0.9 Mb in length, whereas the Lyon vs BN haplotypes were nearly 50% longer, with an average of over 1.3 Mb. Together, these data are consistent with the breeding history of the Lyon rat strains.

The haplotype blocks were then aligned to the reference BN sequence to determine their distribution in the rat genome. Regardless of the pairwise comparison, the distribution of haplotype blocks across the genome was highly variable. For example, in the LH/LN comparison (Figure [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}, Additional file [1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}: Table S1), approximately 15.5% of the genome contains divergent haplotype blocks. In comparison, nearly 31% of chromosomes 2, 10 and 12 are comprised of divergent haplotype blocks, while only approximately 5% of chromosomes 7, 14 and 20 encompass divergent haplotype blocks. The latter three chromosomes also have long stretches of 50 Mb or more where there is no window exceeding the PET, that is, regions that are shared ancestrally.Figure 2**Patterns of OSD Distribution over 100Kb across the genome in the LH/LN comparison.** The scale of the Y-axis is square-root transformed.

Because of the phenotype-driven selection of the Lyon strains from a common SD ancestor, it is likely that divergent haplotypes arising from artificial selective sweeps will contain variants causing the phenotypic differences between the strains. In order to fine-map QTL intervals for MetS traits previously mapped in a cross between LH and LN rats, we aligned both the haplotype blocks and QTL onto the rat genome and determined where the two overlap \[[@CR10]\]. Using the genomic coordinates provided by the Rat Genome Database \[[@CR20]\], the QTL intervals cover a total of \~860 Mb bp, or 33% of the entire rat genome (Figure [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}a). However, only 21% of these intervals (183 Mb) contain haplotypes differing between LH and LN strains. Therefore, these studies allow for *in silico* fine-mapping of QTL intervals, narrowing them by nearly 80%, and particularly on the chromosomes with relatively few divergent haplotypes such as chromosomes 7 and 17 (Figure [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}b, Additional file [1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}: Table S1).Figure 3**The overlap between previously reported QTLs and the divergent haplotype blocks between LH and LN. (A):** Genome-wide comparison; **(B):** A focus on the chromosomes 1, 2, 3, 5, 7, 10, 13 and 17 that contains at least one QTL identified by Bilusic et al. In both figures red marks QTL intervals identified by Bilusic et al. and blue marks intervals containing divergent haplotype blocks. Idiograms were drawn using Idiographica \[[@CR21]\].

Patterns of Haplotype Blocks on RNO17 {#Sec4}
-------------------------------------

Despite strong evidence that RNO17 has genetic determinants contributing to multiple symptoms of MetS, the paucity of markers polymorphic between LH and LN presents a particular challenge to fine-map the genetic loci on this chromosome. Therefore, here we applied the OSD-based approach to RNO17 to fine-map the genetic loci identified in the cross between LH and LN rats (Figure [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}). When comparing the Lyon vs. BN groups to the Lyon pairwise groups, it is clear that the majority of the chromosome is divergent in the Lyon vs. BN comparison with only small haplotype blocks in common, while the vast majority of RNO17 is conserved among the Lyon strains. We identified 14 haplotype blocks on RNO17 that differ between the LH and LN strains (Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"}). The span of these blocks cover 7.5 Mb, or 7.7% of the chromosome, and contain 11,852 of 12,175 SNPs (97.3%) between LH and LN rats on this chromosome identified by resequencing (Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"}, Additional file [1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}: Table S1). The percentage of RNO17 representing ancestrally different haplotype blocks are half of the genomic average of 15.4%, further demonstrating the similarity between LH and LN strains on this chromosome.Figure 4**Divergent haplotype blocks of different comparisons on RNO17.** From top: LH/BN, LL/BN, LN/BN, LH/LL, LH/LN and LL/LN. At the bottom the LH/LN haplotype blocks identified by SNP genotyping was added as reference.

###### 

**Divergent haplotype blocks between LH and LN strains identified by OSD analysis and SNP genotyping data**

       Haplotype blocks OSD analysis   Haplotype blocks STAR genotyping                   
  ---- ------------------------------- ---------------------------------- ----- --------- ------
  1    29.7                            30.0                               0.3   29.7      30.2
  2    30.1                            30.3                               0.2             
  3    30.7                            30.9                               0.2   *novel*   
  4    39.4                            39.6                               0.2   38.2      39.8
  5    41.7                            43.1                               1.4   42.2      43.2
  6    43.2                            43.4                               0.2             
  7    53.4                            53.8                               0.4   *novel*   
  8    62.2                            63.2                               1.0   62.3      65.8
  9    63.4                            64.9                               1.5             
  10   65                              65.9                               0.9             
  11   69.7                            69.9                               0.2   69.7      70.8
  12   70.4                            70.8                               0.4             
  13   83.6                            83.9                               0.3   *novel*   
  14   90.8                            91.1                               0.3   90.8      90.9

All genome position coordinates are based on the rn4 assembly.

The LH and LN strains have previously undergone genome-wide SNP genotyping by the STAR consortium \[[@CR12]\]. From these genotyping results we deduced a list of putative haplotype blocks on RNO17 and compared them to the OSD-based results (Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"}). The haplotype blocks identified by both approaches are largely similar, with both identifying blocks at 29--30 Mb, 39 Mb, 42--43 Mb, 62--65 Mb, 69--70 Mb and 91 Mb. However, the present approach identified three novel putative haplotype regions at 30.7-30.9 Mb, 53.4-53.8 Mb, and 83.6-83.9 Mb. In addition, while both approaches identified a haplotype block ending at approximately 43.1 Mb, the start site of the block as identified by OSD analysis extends the 5′end by approximately 500 Kb compared to the one identified by SNP genotyping (41.7 vs 42.2 Mb, respectively), making the block about 47% longer. On the other hand, SNP genotyping identified a 1.6 Mb haplotype block spanning 38.2-39.8 Mb, while OSD analysis refined this block to 0.2 Mb (39.4-39.6 Mb), which can largely be attributed by the full map resolution provided by resequencing. Overlaying the haplotypes with the mapped QTL implicate blocks 1--12 as most likely to contain causal genes for the mapped traits.

Genes and SNVs located in Haplotype Blocks {#Sec5}
------------------------------------------

Using the OSD analysis to identify ancestrally different haplotypes allows us to focus initial efforts identifying causal genes for the QTL in the LH rat. The 477 haplotypes divergent between LH and LN contain 3,687 protein-coding genes; 1,789 of these genes fall within one or more of the previously identified QTLs \[[@CR10]\]. The resequencing of the Lyon strains identified 643,234 SNPs and 327,067 indels across the genome in the LH/LN comparison, of which 630,814 and 235,414 are located in the haplotype blocks \[[@CR13]\]. Genome-wide, there are 2,391 SNPs and 542 indels in the LH/LN comparison that Variant Effect Predictor (VEP) \[[@CR22]\] classified as causing non-synonymous coding, frameshift, splice site changes, and/or stop codon gain/loss. Nearly all of these are located in the haplotype blocks, including 2,083 SNVs and 383 indels in 1,316 genes. Overlaying these SNVs and indels with QTL regions identified 416 genes with putative functional variation between the LH and LN strains.

On chromosome 17, there are 27 protein-coding genes located within the haplotype blocks differing between LH and LN strains (Table [3](#Tab3){ref-type="table"}). All except 2 of these genes fell within one or more of the previously reported QTLs associated with LH phenotypes (Figure [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}b) \[[@CR10]\]. We have identified 24 SNVs and 7 indels in 15 genes on RNO17 classified as affecting protein sequence, or splice sites, by VEP (Table [3](#Tab3){ref-type="table"}). Each of these variants fell within one of the haplotype blocks differing between LH and LN strains. Of the 31 variants, 18 variants in 11 genes were the minor allele in the LH rat, and were colocalized with MetS QTL. There were three genes (*RGD1563300*, *Prl5a2*, and *Prl4a1*) with LH variants affecting splice sites and three genes (*Prl4a1*, *ENSRNOG00000012418,* and *LOC364753*) with variants that were classified as "probably damaging" or "possibly damaging" by PolyPhen 2 version 2.2.2 \[[@CR23]\].Table 3**Genes and non-synonymous variations in LH vs LN haplotype blocks on RNO17**Gene nameGene start (bp)Gene end (bp)DescriptionNucleotide SubstitutionAA SubstitutionVariant strainClassification**Block 1 (29.7-30 Mb)***Tmem14c*29,701,92329,708,044Transmembrane protein 14C*Pak1ip2*29,710,40729,721,477PAK1 interacting protein 1*RGD1562963*29,733,27129,746,769Similar to chromosome 6 open reading frame 52**G29,733,378A**V36ILHBenign**G29,741,903A**R135HBenign**G29,741,915A**C139YBenign*Gcnt2*29,767,38829,872,873N-acetyllactosaminide beta-1,6-N-acetylglucosaminyl-transferaseC29,872,483 TA131TLNBenign**Block 2 (30.1-30. Mb)***LOC100362620*30,267,39830,267,637CDC28 protein kinase regulatory subunit 2G30,267,440AE15KLNBenignT30,267,495CL33PBenignG30,267,526CW43CBenignG30,267,578 TE61\*N/A**Block 5 (41.7-43.1 Mb)***RGD1563300*42,228,84542,229,431Similar to 60S ribosomal protein L29 (P23)g.42299020_42299027delACTCCGGTLHEssential splice siteg.42299028_42299029insCACAAAGATAX29fsLNFrameshift*Prl5a2*42,984,93942,991,275Prolactin family 5, subfamily a, member 2G42,989,474AP14LLHBenignA42,986,191 TLHSplice site**Block 6 (43.2-43.4 Mb)***Prl5a1*43,119,15243,126,570Prolactin-5A1*Prl4a1*43,276,21443,284,152Prolactin-4A1**G43,278,266 T**T141NLHSplice site, possibly damaging**Block 7 (53.4-53.8 Mb)***Stard3nl*53,402,07853,436,081MLN64 N-terminal domain homolog*ENSRNOG00000027571*53,441,30353,484,317Uncharacterized proteinG53,441,394AT161I /T313I\*LHBenignC53,463,467 TV124ILHg.53483901_53483997del73_105delLNFrameshift*ENSRNOG00000012418*53,496,42353,528,130Uncharacterized protein**G53,527,707 T**P81TLHPossibly damaging**T53,527,779A**T57SLHBenign**G53,528,005A**P15SLHProbably damaging**G53,528,025 T**A8DLHPossibly damaging*Amph*53,558,80453,802,936AmphiphysinC53,558,811AR632LLHBenigng.53641892_53641893delCTc.152_153delAGLN*ENSRNOG00000038737*53,773,03653,773,733Uncharacterized protein**Block 8 (62.2-63.2 Mb)***Bambi*62,654,08062,658,885BMP and activin membrane-bound inhibitor homolog*RGD1564129*62,684,24462,686,747Uncharacterized protein*Cul2*62,701,28962,741,344Cullin-2*Crem*62,770,63362,837,668cAMP-responsive element modulator*Epc1*63,041,41563,104,046Enhancer of polycomb homolog 1A63,102,600 TL55HLHBenign**Block 9 (63.4-64.9 Mb)***Rab18*63,497,92463,529,227Ras-related protein Rab-18A63,528,108 TS193CLNBenign*Mkx*63,631,42663,710,099Mohawk HomeoboxG63,631,814AP301LLHBenign*Armc4*63,931,39363,955,410Armadillo repeat containing 4*Mpp7*63,992,38764,282,554MAGUK p55 subfamily member 7*Wac*64,531,77264,587,027WW domain containing adaptor with coiled-coilT64,570,567GC200GLHBenign**Block 10 (65.0-65.9 Mb)***LOC364753*65,681,79365,702,382similar to NSFL1 (p97) cofactor (p47)**G65,701,876 T**G80CLHPossibly damaging**Block 13 (83.6-83.9 Mb)***ENSRNOG00000031981*83,837,49983,861,361Uncharacterized proteinC83,860,804 TP40SLHBenigng.83861107_83861122delATCCCTGCATCCCTGCI141fsLNFrameshiftg.83861220_83861227delCCCTGCATT178fsLHFrameshift**g.83837957_83837958insA**LHSplice site**Block 14 (90.8-91.1 Mb)***Plxdc2*90,572,39190,982,073Plexin domain-containing protein 2Variants in bold were validated by Sanger sequencing.

To interrogate the SNVs' possible roles in MetS traits, Fisher's exact test was performed to test whether the LH allele SNVs listed in Table [3](#Tab3){ref-type="table"} are significantly enriched among the sequenced rat strains \[[@CR13]\] that have one or more symptoms of MetS: obesity, dyslipidemia and hypertension. One variant in *LOC364753* (17:G65,701,876 T) showed significant enrichment at *p* \< 0.05; it was found to be enriched (p = 0.01) among the hypertensive LH, SS and SHR strains.

Variant confirmation {#Sec6}
--------------------

To verify the existence of SNVs within the haplotype blocks on RNO17, we performed Sanger sequencing of 6 amplicons containing 10 of the variants listed in Table [3](#Tab3){ref-type="table"} (Additional file [2](#MOESM2){ref-type="media"}: Table S2). These six amplicons generated a total of 3,848 base pairs of sequence. All 10 variants were validated by Sanger sequencing, with the LH and LN allele identical to genome resequencing results. Furthermore, we were able to verify 20 of the 23 SNVs that were annotated in the genome sequence and identified an additional SNV that was not previously annotated. These results reflect the high quality of the genome sequence of the strains.

Discussion {#Sec7}
==========

In this paper we report a simple technique to distinguish genomic regions of identity-by-descent (IBD) from those with different ancestry using genome resequencing results from a group of rat strains that shares a common origin but were selectively inbred for differing phenotypes. Genetic studies in phenotype-selected inbred rodent strains derived from a common ancestor are a common strategy to map loci for many complex disorders, ranging from anxiety \[[@CR24], [@CR25]\] to hypertension \[[@CR26]\]. The similar genetic background strains minimizes the heterogeneity outside of the regions phenotypically selected, making identity-by-descent (IBD) mapping a means to eliminate disease-causing regions of the genome. However, their similar genetic backgrounds also present problems to the investigator, as their similarities result in a paucity of polymorphic markers available to attain an acceptable marker resolution for mapping. Using next-generation sequencing (NGS) techniques to resequence the genomes of these strains can resolve this problem as NGS, by definition, samples all bases, and hence should be able to identify all polymorphisms between strains, allowing high-resolution IBD mapping. In the case of the Lyon strains, which share similar SD ancestors, we distinguished ancestral haplotypes that have been fixed in the course of selective inbreeding from the random mutations that were fixed after the division of the strains in order to fine-map QTL for traits defining MetS.

The results presented here confirm previous data regarding the genomes of different laboratory mouse strains, which also observed bimodal distributions of SNP densities in non-overlapping windows across the genome \[[@CR27], [@CR28]\]. By resequencing a selection of putative SNPs from each peak, Wade et al. found that SNPs identified in the low SNP density regions are likely to be spurious, while those identified on the high SNP density regions are likely to be validated \[[@CR27]\]. Furthermore, by comparing the distribution of nucleotide diversity (π) \[[@CR29]\] among synonymous SNPs in cDNA transcripts in laboratory mouse strains, wild-derived mouse strains (control for high diversity), as well as a rat strain from a single founder (control for low diversity), Reuveni and colleagues assert that the bimodal distribution of π in laboratory mice is contributed by two groups of SNPs: intra-subspecific SNPs and inter-subspecific SNPs, represented by the low π and high π peaks respectively \[[@CR30]\]. While that paper mainly discusses mouse subspecies, we expect the implication can also be extrapolated to strain differences. In this case, SNPs that were represented by the low- π peak (or the low-OSD peak in this case) are likely to be SNPs that arise after the separation of the strains, while SNPs that were represented by the high- π peak, or high-OSD peak, represents SNPs that originate from the genetic differences between the founder strains.

The observed bimodal distribution of SNP density has previously been reported by Wang et al. in a similar comparison between the *indica* and *japonica* subspecies of rice, using microarray genotyping and a window size of 200 kB \[[@CR31]\]. Furthermore, whole-genome resequencing between individual strains within the *indica* subspecies showed similar results as lower-density SNP typing \[[@CR32]\].

The evolutionary histories of rice the Lyon strains are different. However, artificial selection from a single origin was put forward by the authors as an explanation for the bimodal distribution of SNP density. Since the Lyon strains were in fact artificially selected from a single origin based on their blood pressure, we consider the authors' conclusion about the relationship between the distribution of SNP densities and phenotype in rice can be applied to the Lyon rats. Specifically, the non-IBD regions between LH and LN contain genetic determinants for the divergence between LH and LN phenotypes. This approach has also been used among mammals, to identify genomic regions that underlie the domestication of dogs using whole-genome sequence \[[@CR33]\].

A caveat to our approach is the assumption that the phenotype differences between the Lyon rat strains are due to phenotype-driven selection of ancestrally different loci. While we cannot formally rule out that random mutation after divergence of the strains does have some phenotypic outcome, given the multigenic nature of the traits, we assert this approach will identify at least a subset of the disease-causing variants. In addition, we cannot confirm the method described in this paper is able to identify all divergent haplotype blocks between two similar strains, particularly in genome regions lacking adequate coverage. However this approach is appropriate to prioritize genetic loci that may contain genetic determinants for the phenotype in question which can be verified in vivo by using consomic and/or congenic strains \[[@CR34]\].

In the Lyon pairwise comparisons, no more than 15% of the 100 Kb blocks on the genome have been identified as divergent haplotype blocks, yet these blocks contain more than 97% of all identifiable SNPs in the comparisons (Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}). Specifically, in the LH/LN comparison, divergent haplotype blocks encompass 420.0 Mb of the rat genome. QTL intervals mapped in a cross between the two strains encompass 827 Mb of the genome. Combining the QTL and haplotype mapping narrowed the loci by nearly 80% to 183 Mb \[[@CR10]\], allowing a more refined focus for gene discovery.

As mentioned previously, multiple QTL for MetS traits were mapped to RNO17 in an LH × LN F2 intercross \[[@CR10]\]. However, the QTL intervals span nearly the entire chromosome due to the relative low density of the genetic map. The approach reported here allowed for *in silico* fine-mapping of the QTL by narrowing the possible candidate regions and thus reducing the number of candidate genes to 25. Of these, 11 are protein-altering variants in the LH rat, 5 of which are predicted to negatively impact function. Two prolactin genes (*Prl5a2* and *Prl4a1)* have variants predicted to be damaging in the LH rat. Interestingly, low serum prolactin levels have been reported to be associated with MetS in humans, both women and men \[[@CR35], [@CR36]\]. Furthermore, plasma prolactin levels were found to be significantly decreased in the GK rat, an inbred model of type 2 diabetes. Interestingly in a cross between GK and BN rats, plasma prolactin levels were linked rat chromosome 17 in male rats \[[@CR37]\]. Furthermore, the GK and LH rats share the same haplotypes for these genes, as do BN and LN strains. However, at this locus, the GK allele was actually associated with *higher* plasma prolactin levels. Therefore the impact of the variants in these prolactin genes is unclear.

The remaining three genes with predicted functional variants in the LH rat either had no known function (*RGD1563300* and *Loc364753*) or no previously reported relationship with MetS, such as *ENSRNOG00000012418,* which has sequence similarity with T cell receptor gamma variable genes (*TRGV*).

Other genes in the haplotype blocks may not have non-synonymous variants characterized as 'benign' by prediction software, but have been associated with symptoms of MetS in previous research. Haplotype block 1 contains *RGD1562963*, a rat ortholog of human *C6ORF52*. The bovine ortholog of *RGD1562963* falls within bovine QTL223, involving in beef marbling, i.e. the deposition of fat in bovine muscles \[[@CR38], [@CR39]\]. This gene contains three non-synonymous SNPs in LH, albeit the prediction software categorized as the variants as being "benign." *Amphiphysin* (*Amph)* is a gene in haplotype block 7 with a nonsynonymous mutation causing a R632L amino acid change that is categorized as "benign" by PolyPhen2 in the LH rat*.* While loss of function mutations in this gene are known to cause Stiff Person Syndrome \[[@CR40]\], a SNP in *Amph* is also associated with sagittal diameter (a measure of central obesity) in the Framingham Heart Study 100 K dataset \[[@CR41]\]. LH rats also have a nonsynonymous (C200G) mutation in *Wac*, a gene that may be essential in Golgi biosynthesis \[[@CR42]\]. Interestingly, the variant in *Wac* is unique to LH and SS strains and could thus underlie their shared phenotypes of hypertension \[[@CR13]\].

Finally, other genes in the haplotypes underlying the MetS QTL on LH chromosome 17, have no identified coding variants, but have notable function related to MetS. Blocks 8 to 10, separated by two 100Kb windows, includes several genes of note. *Bambi* is a protein that modifies TGF-beta signals by acting as a pseudo-receptor \[[@CR43]\]. Knocking out *Bambi* in the mouse results in a weight decrease in females \[[@CR44]\] and an increase in arterial wall neovascularization \[[@CR45]\]. *Cul2* is part of the VHL tumor suppression complex that ubiquitinates HIF1α \[[@CR46]\]; the disruption of HIF1α has been found to improve the insulin sensitivity and decrease adiposity in mice \[[@CR47]\]. Also, mutations in another member of the cullin family, *CUL3*, have been found to cause some Mendelian forms of hypertension \[[@CR48]\]. *Crem* is an inducible CREB repressor whose down-regulation has been shown to contribute to insulin resistance in obese human and mice through the resulting increase in CREB expression \[[@CR49]\], and mouse knockout models show protection against cardiopathy and left ventricular dysfunction, especially after exposure to β1-adrenergic agonists \[[@CR50], [@CR51]\]. Finally, *Mpp7*, which has been determined to cause at least one case of Maturity-onset diabetes of the young (MODY) \[[@CR52]\] and has been associated with left ventricular hypertrophy, BMI and incidence of cardiovascular diseases in the Framingham study \[[@CR53]--[@CR55]\]. Of note, this region falls in the peak of linkage for blood pressure and plasma lipid QTL previously mapped in the LH × LN intercross \[[@CR10]\]. While these genes are interesting candidate genes, further studies are required, for example in congenic strains, to establish their roles in MetS.

We could only identify one non-synonymous SNV on the haplotype blocks of RNO17 that has the LH allele overrepresented among strains having MetS symptoms, a variant in *LOC364753* (17:G65,701,876 T) that showed significant enrichment among the strains LH, SS and SHR. Interestingly, this is an LH variant predicted to be 'possibly damaging.' However, the *variant* T allele is actually conserved across vertebrates; therefore it is not likely to play a causal role in our phenotypes. Furthermore, many of these variants are rare, which may decrease the power of the Fisher's exact test. For example, two of the non-synonymous variations in *RGD1562963* are only observed in LH and SR/Jr among the sequenced strains (both derived from SD rats), and the variation causing non-synonymous mutations in *Wac* are only observed in LH and SS rats. While the coselection of genes common to hypertension is obvious in the LH and SS strains in the case of *Wac*, the shared alleles in *RGD1562963* between LH and SR strains in relation to MetS is less obvious. While SR rats are commonly studied as a normotensive model of the salt-sensitive SS/Jr, they actually have elevated body weights compared to SS rats \[[@CR56], [@CR57]\]. Therefore, while performing association studies in inbred strains may identify some genes for MetS, the heterogeneity of the phenotypes and their underlying causes complicate gene discovery. In fact, our analyses across multiple inbred rat strains that are models of hypertension, obesity, and dyslipidemia found no genes in common between all disease strains \[[@CR13]\]. Furthermore, because the traits defining MetS are multigenic traits in themselves, some risk alleles may be present in 'normal' strains but are insufficient to independently influence the phenotype. Therefore it is important to have genetic data from QTL mapping studies or congenic strains to confirm the *in silico* findings.

Conclusions {#Sec8}
===========

We utilized the ancestral history of the selective inbreeding in the Lyon rat stains to identify LD blocks likely to harbor causal genes by analyzing the OSD distribution arising from the genome resequencing and overlaying them with QTL. Using this approach we have been able to identify a group of genes on RNO17 that may contribute to the traits underlying MetS in the LH rat strain.

The resequencing of several inbred rat strains including the Lyon strains provides a remarkable resource for identifying genes causing some of the most common human diseases, such as metabolic syndrome and cardiovascular disease. The sequence is the final component to round out integrative genetic approaches to identify novel MetS genes and we anticipate this resource will result in the identification of many novel mechanisms of and therapies for one of the most common diseases of the 21st century.

Methods {#Sec9}
=======

Genome resequencing {#Sec10}
-------------------

The genome sequence of the LH, LN, and LL rats was performed previously as described \[[@CR13]\]. All animal protocols were reviewed and approved by the IACUC at the University of Iowa. Briefly, DNA was extracted from the spleens of two individuals each from LH (LH/MavRrrcAek), LL (LL/MavRrrcAek) and LN (LN/MavRrrcAek) strains, followed by 100 bp paired-end sequencing of 300--600 bp fragments on an Illumina Hiseq 2000 platform as previously described \[[@CR13]\]. Reads were then aligned to the RGSC-3.4 rat reference genome \[[@CR18]\] with the Burrows-Wheeler Aligner version 0.5.8c \[[@CR58]\]. The Genome Analysis Toolkit version 1.0.6001 \[[@CR59], [@CR60]\] was then used to discover and genotype genomic variations. Variants were called from reads mapped with mapping quality greater than 10 and bases with base quality greater or equal to 17, with the variant scores thereafter recalibrated and filtered using GATK's GMM model \[[@CR60]\]. Sequencing gaps were identified as regions of zero coverage from the output of BEDTools's \[[@CR61]\] genomecov function (Additional file [3](#MOESM3){ref-type="media"}: Table S3).

OSD analysis {#Sec11}
------------

Observed Strain Differences (OSD) of non-overlapping 100-kb windows across the genome were calculated as previously described \[[@CR19]\]. OSD was defined as the number of identified SNVs between the strains (where each strain's genotype is homozygous) within a 100 kb window divided by the number of nucleotides in that window that have a definitive sequence call in all the strains being compared. For all comparisons, only positions that have passed quality control and are homozygous across all strains within the comparison were used in OSD calculation.

The distribution density of OSD amongst all windows across the genome were first smoothed by binned kernel density estimate \[[@CR62]\] as implemented by the R \[[@CR63]\] package KernSmooth with default parameters. This means estimating the kernel density on 401 equally spaced points with a Gaussian kernel and with bandwidth estimated by Wand and Jones' oversmoothed kernel selector. From the kernel smoothing results, a *Polymorphism Enrichment Threshold* (PET) was determined, defined as the OSD value which is located in the local OSD minimum after the first local OSD maximum. Putative blocks of LD were generated by identifying and merging contiguous 100 kb windows with OSD values greater or equal to PET. These blocks represent haplotypes that differ between the strains being compared.

Downstream analyses {#Sec12}
-------------------

Genes that are located within the haplotype blocks were identified using Ensembl version 69 \[[@CR64]\] gene annotations as provided by Ensembl BioMart \[[@CR65]\] in the Rn4 assembly. The effects of the identified SNVs and indels were predicted by Ensembl's Variant Effect Predictor (VEP) \[[@CR22]\] based on Ensembl version 69 data and using Ensembl consequence terms. For the purpose of this paper, non-synonymous variations are defined as variations containing the term NON_SYNONYMOUS_CODING as the predicted consequence. Similarly, splice sites variants are defined by terms SPLICE_SITE and ESSENTIAL_SPLICE_SITE, frameshift variants by the term FRAMESHIFT_CODING, and stop-gained variation by the term STOP_GAINED from the VEP output. PolyPhen version 2.2.2 \[[@CR23]\] was used to predict the effects of SNPs identified as nonsynonymous by VEP, based on UniProt 2012_09 data \[[@CR66]\].

The genotypes of SNVs located within the LH/LN haplotype blocks on RNO17 that have been annotated to cause non-synonymous mutations or splice-site mutations among the rat strains sequenced by Atanur et al. \[[@CR13]\] were obtained from Variant Visualizer within the Rat Genome Database \[[@CR20]\]. Potential enrichment of the LH allele among the obese strains (LH, SBH, SS, SHR, LL and LEW), dyslipidemic strains (LH, SS and SHR) and hypertensive strains (LH, FHH, MHS, SBH, SHR, SHRSP and SS) against the other strains were statistically tested using two-tailed Fisher's exact test. In this analysis all substrains of BN were not used as they were considered identical to the reference sequence. In addition, the strain BBDP/Rhw was also not used out of concern that the Type I diabetes phenotype may be confounding.

SNP genotyping-based haplotype blocks between LH and LN strains in RNO17 were identified by visual inspection for contiguous regions of polymorphism from the STAR SNP genotype panel \[[@CR12]\]; the haplotype blocks are defined to be the regions between the flanking monomorphic SNPs surrounding the regions of polymorphic SNPs.

Variant confirmation {#Sec13}
--------------------

Seven non-synonymous variants on the haplotype blocks on RNO17 listed on Table [3](#Tab3){ref-type="table"} were confirmed by Sanger sequencing (Additional file [2](#MOESM2){ref-type="media"}: Table S2). Primers for these amplicons were designed by Primer-BLAST \[[@CR67]\] using the region 1 Kb upstream and downstream of the variation as template, with M13 sequence (5′-TGT AAA ACG ACG GCC AGT-3′) tagged at the 5′ ends of the forward primer sequences and another M13 sequence (5′-GTG TGG AAT TGT GAG CGG -3′) tagged to the 5′ ends of the reverse primer sequences. Sequence was based on the rn4 assembly, with the exception of one amplicon. Because the flanking region downstream of the variation at 17:43,278,266 contained a large stretch of gaps in the rn4 assembly, the sequencing primer set for this variation was designed using coordinating location in the rn5 assembly (17:40,575,021).

PCR amplification was performed and products were purified by gel electrophoresis and then sequenced bidirectionally using the M13 primers listed above using ABI 3730xl sequencer with BigDye version 3.1 chemistry (Life Technologies). Sequence traces were aligned to the genome using SeqMan version 9.1.0 (DNASTAR Inc., Madison, WI, USA). SNVs were validated if both strains had sequence passing QC and base-calling was unambiguous.

Data deposition and availability of supporting data {#Sec14}
---------------------------------------------------

All sequence data was deposited in the EBI Sequence Read Archive with accession number ERP002160 (<http://www.ebi.ac.uk/ena/data/view/ERP002160>) as reported previously \[[@CR13]\]. Sequence variants are available at the Rat Genome Database (RGD; <http://rgd.mcw.edu/>).
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